Saving just one dog won’t change the world...
but, surely, the world will change for that one dog...
the official speaking of dogs monthly newsletter

As February is both
Responsible Pet
Ownership Month
and Pet Dental
Health Month, be
a responsible pet
owner and look
after your pet’s
teeth – this month
and every month!
It’s not only people
who need to brush
their teeth and go
for cleanings when
needed.

Wags and
Wiggles to...
Fab Fido (http://www.fabfidodogspaw.ca)
on Underhill Drive in North York (near
Lawrence and the DVP), for donating
their nail clipping funds to Speaking
of Dogs Rescue! They also help our
rescue dogs with grooming and nail
trims. FABulous grooming shop run by
Michelle – thank you!
Awaken My Senses (http://www.
awakenmysenses.com) for donating
a portion of their Christmas sales to
Speaking of Dogs Rescue! Amazing
product line, a new pet line available,
and a knowledgeable founder, Colleen,
who is also Ricky’s foster mom. Thank you!
Julie Glick for her 2013 DENDogs
(Danforth East Neighbourhood Dogs)

Calendar creation! Julie is an
accomplished artist and dog lover, and
she created a calendar work of art with
proceeds going to Animal Alliance and
Speaking of Dogs Rescue! Thank you to
Julie and all the folks in the “hood” who
grace the pages of the calendar. Visit
Julie at www.julieglick.com.
Nicole Richer of Paws on the Shore
for choosing Speaking of Dogs Rescue
as one of the recipients of Global Pet
Food’s Show Us Your Heart fundraiser.
From February 2nd to 16th, Global Pet
Foods and Hill’s Science Diet will match
in-store donations dollar for dollar. Can’t
make it into a Global Pet Foods store?
Text the word “HEART” to 20222 to
make a $5 donation. Rescues and shelters
from coast to coast will be benefitting
from this fundraiser. Thank you Nicole
and all at POTS!
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About Speaking of Dogs
Speaking of Dogs is a Torontobased organization that launched
in 2001 and is dedicated to
educating and enlightening people
about dogs through seminars,
workshop forums, outreach and
rescue. Our goal is to end cruelty,
abandonment, mistreatment and
homelessness of man’s best friend.
Contact Speaking of Dogs
1277 York Mills Road, Box 33508
Toronto, ON Canada M3A 3R5
Phone: 416-444-4190
Fax: 416-444-7116
Email: info@speakingofdogs.com
Web: www.speakingofdogs.com
Newletter Team
Editor: Nancy Foran
Design: Cathy Vandergeest at
www.gawck.ca
Contributors: Kim Gladding,
Mirkka Koivusalo and Lorraine
Houston
Newsletters
If you would no longer like to
receive our newsletter, email
newsletter@speakingofdogs.com,
with “unsubscribe” written in the
subject line.
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Nikki & Teddy
yorkshire terriers
small, senior, female

A friend in need
is a friend indeed
Without a doubt, a dog is a real friend.
Our dogs come in all shapes and sizes,
but they have one thing in common –
they all need loving forever homes.
Open your heart and your home to
a rescue dog. You’ll be glad you did.
For complete information about
the adoption process, please visit
http://www.speakingofdogs-adoption.
blogspot.com/
For more information on each dog,
simply click on their name.

Angel

Cindy

Aus. Cattle Dog / bull terrier
medium, young, female

hound / vizsla mix
medium, adult, female

Cyrus

Autumn

Tibetan spaniel / spaniel mix
small, young, male

miniature pinscher / pug mix
small, adult, female

Koda

collie mix
medium, adult, female

Tyson

husky / labrador retriever mix
large, young, male
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dogs looking for homes

featured dogS
of the month:

dogs looking for homes

Omar

Dana

Flat-Coated Retriever Mix
large, young, male

german shepherd
large, adult, female

Jack Sparrow

Ricky

Cavalier King charles spaniel mix
small, adult, male

Twix

yorkshire terrier mix
small, young, male

shih tzu
small, adult, male

Maggie

Queenie

shih tzu / terrier mix
small, adult, female

Riva

german shepherd dog
large, adult, female

Visit our online store at
www.speakingofdogsbasketsandgifts.ca

shih tzu / yorkshire terrier mix
small, adult, female
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Location: Life’s Ruff Dog Training,
60 Bullock Drive, Unit 1, Markham
Cost: $190.05 per person, which
includes test and manual

Blind/deaf dogs often don’t find homes
because people think they will be a
lot of work. Nothing could be further
from the truth! This seminar will
address the issues faced when training
a blind/deaf dog and how to maximize
your relationship with your dog while
training.

Understanding
Dominance in Dogs

Presenter Blanche Axton currently
coordinates Pugalug Pug Rescue. Her
focus in rescue work has been on dogs
with complex medical issues, sensory
deficits, and puppy mill dogs.
Date: Saturday, February 9
Time: 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Location: DogGone Right Training
Facility, 3198 Danforth Avenue
(east of Victoria Park), Toronto
Cost: $25 (coffee, tea, water, paper,
and pens will be provided)
Seating is limited at 50. Payment
accepted by e-transfer to margaret@
doggoneright.ca or by snail mail. Net
proceeds will be going to local rescues!

events

Fostering,
Adopting, and
Living with
Visually/Hearing
Impaired Dogs
Seminar

For more information please email
lifesruff@rogers.com or call
905-201-5050.

Daytripper Dog Training are continuing
their series of dog behaviour seminars
with Joan Weston of Fangs But No
Fangs Behavioural Consulting Services.
Even if you’ve been around dogs your
entire life you might be surprised at
what you will learn at Understanding
Dominance in Dogs.
Date: Sunday, February 24
Time: 12:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Location: Cartwright Township Hall,
Blackstock, Ontario (near Port Perry)
Cost: $40.00 per person, including tax
Please note this is a “people only”
seminar. Space is limited, and preregistration is required. More details
including how to register and Joan’s
bio can be found at: http://www.
daytripperdogtraining.com/events.html

SOD Seminars
Fear, Separation Anxiety,
and Dog/Dog Play
In April, Certified Professional Dog
Trainer and award-winning author
Nicole Wilde will present three
seminars on timely topics: fear,
separation anxiety, and dog/dog play.
Nicole is a popular speaker and her
seminars fill quickly, so register early!
Date: Saturday April 27th and Sunday
April 28th
Please visit the Speaking of Dogs
website for more information:
http://www.speakingofdogs-seminars.
blogspot.ca/

Learn Pet First Aid
with Life’s Ruff
Will you know what to do if your
pet has an emergency? This Pet First
Aid Certification course is designed
to provide the information and
skills required to stabilize an injured
animal until you can access qualified
veterinary care. Prevention of illness
and injury and the importance of early
veterinary care will also be addressed.
Date: Sunday, February 10, 2013
Time: 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
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In order to participate in Woofstock
and the walkathon in June, Speaking
of Dogs needs to secure a sponsor
by April 1st. Sponsorship packages
range from $99 to $5,000, and each
corresponds to a different level of
visibility for your business. Package
details will be available in the coming
weeks. However, if you are interested in
having your business sponsor us, please
contact Kim at furrymutts@bell.net.

Vote! Vote! Vote!

A Good Friend
Is Hard to Find –
Don’t Lose Yours
Losing a pet is tragic. Fortunately,
Helping Lost Pets (HeLP) is a
revolutionary website that’s designed
to help recover lost pets and to provide
owners with information about what to
do if their pet goes missing.
The site features a map-based visual
directory of lost pets needing help,
and it’s free

• to join,
• to create a profile to which you can
add your pets,
• to post a lost or found pet, and
• to post your pet-related business
or organization.
To register, go to
http://www.helpinglostpets.com/
You will be prompted to download a
program named Silverlight and then to
register as a member.
What more info? You can view a video
about the site here: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7vRO7F84BGw

Please follow the link below and vote
for Speaking of Dogs in the Animal
Rescue Site’s Shelter Challenge. The
top-five Canadian rescues will each
receive a $1,000 grant. Those funds
could help Speaking of Dogs change a
dog’s life and maybe even save a dog’s
life. Every vote counts, so vote early
and vote often!
Shelter Challenge:
http://theanimalrescuesite.
greatergood.com/clickToGive/
shelterchallenge.faces?siteId=3

Help Yourself to
a Big Pile of Dog
Shirts and Help SOD
It couldn’t be easier:
1. Buy cool t-shirts or decals from
www.bigpileofdogshirts.com.
2. Before you check out, click on the
“choose a rescue” button, which will
take you to a page where you can
designate your rescue.
3. Click on “Speaking of Dogs Rescue –
Canada” in the dropdown menu.
That’s it! Follow those simple steps,
and Speaking of Dogs will receive a
donation of 10% of the amount of your
purchase. Ready, set, shop!
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updates

Woofstock
Sponsor Needed!

ask the trainer

8 Rules That
Explain Why You
Shouldn’t Train
Your Dog Using
a Spray Bottle
Mirkka Koivusalo, KPA CTP
Most dogs have
annoying habits,
and we humans
want to stop
them as quickly
as possible.
Some humans
have a little
handheld tool
they use to stop behaviours they don’t
like: a spray bottle. It’s cheap, easy to
get, and shouldn’t really hurt the dog,
right? Well, not in my opinion.
In terms of behavioural training, the
technical definition of a punishment
is something that makes a behaviour
less likely to reoccur. In order to be
effective, a punishment must follow
certain rules. One of my favorite
trainers, Steve White, has outlined
eight rules for effective punishments.
Let’s examine the spray bottle
technique from the point of view
of these rules.

Rule #1:
The punishment must be something
the animal dislikes and does not
expect.
I can think of several dogs who would
just love a spray of water in their face!
It wouldn’t be much of punishment for
them. And making the punishment
something the dog doesn’t expect is so
important. That’s where I lucked out.
When I used a spray bottle, I stalked
my puppy and managed to surprise her
as she was grabbing our curtains with
her teeth. I also had to keep the spray
bottle handy so I could grab it without
her noticing. Pretty exhausting and

challenging work! Plus I had to ensure
she had no previous associations with
the bottle. The first few times it worked
fine, but when she started to chew
other items, she quickly caught on
and only backed off if she sensed the
spray bottle.

Rule #2:

The punishment must suppress the
behaviour, or it risks becoming just plain
abuse.
Even a spray of water can easily become
abusive. We cannot choose what a
dog finds punishing or reinforcing,
particularly with self-reinforcing
behaviours like barking or jumping
on people. The water may be a little
annoying, but jumping on visitors may
definitely be worth a few squirts in the
face! However, we may keep using the
punishment because pressing that lever
on the bottle and seeing any kind of a
reaction in the dog is rewarding for us.

Rule #3:

The punishment must be of the perfect
intensity. Too much and you’ll end
up hurting your relationship with the
animal. Too little and it will only serve
to desensitize the animal and build
resistance.
What happens with too strong a
punishment? If you spray a sensitive

dog, he may become fearful of water
or any kind of bottle. Bath times and
any medical procedures involving a
bottle will then become battles. If the
punishment occurs when your dog is
greeting a specific visitor, you may get
a fearful response from your dog every
time that friend comes over.
What if you play it “safe” and just
spray the dog a little? It won’t solve the
problem behaviour if it’s just a little
annoying. Also, we are not able to
experience the spray of water the way
the dog does, so gauging the intensity
is very difficult.

Rule #4:

The punishment must happen
immediately, otherwise the dog will
not make a clear association between
the undesirable behaviour and the
punishment.
You need superfast reflexes to use
punishments! If you’re just a second
or two late, the dog may associate
the punishment with something
completely different. For example, if
you spray while the dog is looking out
the window at the neighbor, the dog
may think the neighbor produces the
evil spray. The next time he sees the
neighbor he may bark frantically.
...Continued on next page
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Rule #5:
The punishment must be associated with
the behaviour but not with the trainer.
Otherwise the trainer becomes part of
the punishment, and the animal starts
fearing and disliking the trainer.
This rule comes back to the element
of surprise. If your dog sees you and
your arm approaching with the horrid
bottle, she will equate the punishment
with you. Even if your dog doesn’t
become fearful, she will most likely
still indulge in the unwanted behaviour
when you are not around.

Rule #6:
The punishment must happen
every time the behaviour occurs. If
the punishment does not happen
every time, the dog may decide that
performing the behaviour is worth the
risk of getting punished.
To not reinforce a behaviour, we should
ignore it every single time. The same
principle is true for a punishment. If
you are not delivering the consequence,
the spray bottle, every time the
behaviour occurs – for example when
are not at home or are in a different
room – the dog learns that he can still
occasionally get to do the reinforcing
behaviour. Since it is punished only
randomly, it is always worth trying it.

Rule #8:
Punishments must never outweigh
positive reinforcement (from the animal’s
perspective, not yours!).
To successfully teach a dog to do any
behaviour, the number of rewards
should always exceed the number of
punishments. If the “good” thing –
leaving the couch cushion alone – is
not adequately reinforced, it will be
less rewarding than the “bad” thing –
chewing the cushion to pieces.
As tempting as it may be, using a
punishment is very challenging. I
figured out a long time ago that I’m
not a good enough trainer to use
a punishment. Until I run into a
training dilemma that I cannot solve
with management and by reinforcing
acceptable behaviours, I’m not going
to use spray bottles again. But I don’t
think that day will ever come.
This article is a condensed version of
a longer piece, which can be found at
http://thedo.gs/2013/01/training/8reasons-why-you-shouldnt-train-yourdog-using-a-spray-bottle-46594/7544/

Welcome to the
Pack Mirkka!
The Speaking of Dogs newsletter
team is happy to welcome a new
trainer to this column, Mirkka
Koivusalo, KPA CTP. She is
joining Emily Fisher, CPDT-KA,
and Marlo Hiltz, CPDT-KA,
and will be regularly sharing her
take on positive training methods.
We’re very grateful for the time
and expertise they devote to this
column every month. Thanks
trainers!
Can’t wait a month for your next
dose of positive-based training
wisdom? Catch up with our
trainers online:
Emily Fisher,
http://scratchandsniff.ca/
Marlo Hiltz,
http://www.wooff.ca/index.html
Mirkka Koivusalo,
http://www.mindfulbehaviors.ca/

CONGRATULATIONS SNOOP!

Thanks to everyone who helped us decide who would grace the cover of our
2013 Rescue Directory. After tabulating all of your votes, we are pleased to
announce that Snoop will be our cover dog!

Rule #7:
There must be an alternative for the
animal.
Here is the rule for positive
reinforcement training: train the dog
what to do instead of what not to do.
Dogs live in a human society that has
our rules, not theirs. Therefore, as fair
parents, it is our task to teach them
what to do. If we punish a dog for
jumping without teaching him that we
would appreciate a nice sit instead, we
are not being fair.
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ask the trainer

...Continued from previous page

It’s particularly
infuriating when
people who claim
to be rescuing
Some special horses
animals are
need help! The
actually harming
Helping more OSPCA
pets home!
is looking
them. The Rita Mueller case is a prime
It's map based, visual and FREE
for donations to
example: claims to rescue dogs, but
help 14 horses that
Alerts are sent to you for lost and
she is accused of choking a dog tofound pets in your area
we’re surrendered
death in a TAS facility:
Links to manyinto
shelters,
itsrescues
care. &You can find more info
pets for adoption
http://tinyurl.com/bgcfcuj
here: http://tinyurl.com/adua9md
http://tinyurl.com/adlayb9
Search for pet services in your area

a3fw77y

• Hartz chicken chews and
Oinkies pig skin twists wrapped
with chicken: http://tinyurl.com/
bz398n3

www.helpinglostpets.com
video bits & Bites
Join the network where pet lovers like you help pets home!

An insightful video
about puppy mill
dogs: http://youtu.
be/hSQCZtgx7kU

Vandals cut holes
in the protective
fence around the
Haliburton Forest
and Wildlife
Reserve, letting four
wolves escape. Two have since been
shot dead, and the other two are still
on the loose. Read the full story here
(Wolf Pack Release 1, 2, 3, and 4):
http://www.haliburtonforest.com/blog

Find out about
Paws on the Shore,
a hiking group
for ALL dogs!
http://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=
0eJoZOA0X4E

Kiki is a very
clever dog indeed!
Abandoned with
two other dogs
and two cats in a
van, she honked
the horn until help arrived:
http://tinyurl.com/aagkyzx

Here’s help on
how to read dog
body language
and find out if
your dog actually
wants to be petted:
http://tinyurl.
com/9wq7onz

• Milo’s Kitchen Chicken Jerky
and Chicken Grillers:
http://tinyurl.com/b2pczc3

www.helpinglostpets.com

www.helpinglostpets.com

www.helpinglostpets.com

www.helpinglostpets.com

www.helpinglostpets.com

www.helpinglostpets.com

www.helpinglostpets.com

A pet store owner
is charged with
animal cruelty
by the OSPCA:
http://tinyurl.com/
aar672d

I am continually
amazed at the
resiliency and
capacity for love
dogs have, no
matter how
badly they’ve been abused and
neglected. Billy is one such dog:
http://tinyurl.com/at6kq6a
www.helpinglostpets.com

www.helpinglostpets.com

www.helpinglostpets.com

A great story
that illustrates
the benefits of
having your pet
microchipped:
http://tinyurl.com/
bzk4mn9

• Waggin’ Train and Canyon
Creek Ranch dog treats:
http://waggintrainbrand.com/
index.html

An interesting piece about
the numerous complaints and
warnings concerning Beneful
dog food that have recently
cropped up on the internet:
http://tinyurl.com/am36und

Rescue Dog
Calendar
Photos
We’ve started collecting photos
for the 2014 calendar, and we’d
love to include your winter, snow,
and Christmas photos!
NOTE:
Ideal photos would not include
people (or Santa) but can include
a four-legged friend! Pictures
should be 300 dpi and at least
5 x 7” in size and can be colour
or black and white. Please
send photos via email to
lorraine@speakingofdogs.com
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& bites

Get the lowdown
on a new
partnership
This month’s
between Helping
food recalls
Lost Pets and
and alerts:
Missing Pets
HelpingLostPets
Alliance: http://www.helpinglostpets.
• Mould found in cans of Merrick
com/media/helpandmpa.aspx
cat food: http://tinyurl.com/

bits

a coLLECTION of
special interest
links

recent adoptions

Happy Tails
January 2013 adoptions:
A big thank you to our foster parents and our new adoptive
guardians for helping give these loving dogs a second chance.

Maggie

Eddy

Mulberry

Rein

Dylan

Louie

Rook

Bertie

Brewster

Emma
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in memoriam

just my dog
He is my other eyes that can see above the clouds;
my other ears that hear above the winds.
He is the part of me that can reach out into the sea.
He has told me a thousand times over that I am his reason
for being by the way he rests against my leg;
by the way he thumps his tail at my smallest smile;
by the way he shows his hurt when I leave without taking him.
(I think it makes him sick with worry when he is not
along to care for me.)

Buddy

loved by Gillian Fedchak
Adopted 2009
passed January 2013

When I am wrong, he is delighted to forgive.
When I am angry, he clowns to make me smile.
When I am happy, he is joy unbounded.
When I am a fool, he ignores it.
When I succeed, he brags.
Without him, I am only another man.
With him, I am all-powerful.
He is loyalty itself. He has taught me the meaning of devotion.
With him, I know a secret comfort and a private peace.
He has brought me understanding where before I was
ignorant.
His head on my knee can heal my human hurts.
His presence by my side is protection against my fears
of dark and unknown things.
He has promised to wait for me... whenever... wherever in case I need him.
And I expect I will - as I always have.
—Gene Hill

In memory of the wonderful dogs
who have enriched our lives with
their unconditional love.
We will always treasure the
memories and special moments
we have shared.
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